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Abstract7

The Yemen Unity has always been and will remain a vital and crucial issue for Yemen, the8

Yemeni people, and the Arabian Peninsula’s present and future generations. It corresponds to9

its entities political future, the Arabian Peninsula’s strategic position, wealth, regional and10

international role, the effects of such unity ”or division” upon the region’s peoples and the11

overall reflection on the problems and risks which threaten the Arab World and, as a12

consequence, the region, and the world as a whole.This study tries, in the light of such13

importance, to present an objective summary over the development of this unity, indicating the14

contributing factors and the division reasons through a historical perspective which highlights15

the events and tries to submit an analysis over the modern Yemeni Unity path which16

constitutes a point of concern for the contemporary Arab thought.The study hypothesizes17

that the Riyadh Agreement has constituted a turning point and focalization climax of the18

regional parties’ attitude towards the Yemeni unity and that the development of subsequent19

international approaches, in this concern, will drastically affect the Yemeni future and unity.20

21

Index terms— the yemen contemporary history, yemen unity, yemen crisis.22

1 Introduction23

ven though Yemen has always been one and the undivided territorial, geographic, cultural, and civilizational24
unit, its political unity, as one unified central state was successful only in two relatively long periods, the first25
was in the ancient ages during the Sabaean state age, between 9BC-6AC, while the second was realized during26
the Islamic ages at the era of Prophet Mohammad (Peace be upon him) the Kaliphs, Umayyad State and some27
periods of Abbasid state. The de-centralized model was the dominant one during Yemen’s political history.28

Yemen was, before and after these stages, divided into politically conflicted entities with overlapping control29
and sovereignty whereby the state control over Yemen’s different territories increases or shrinks due to conflicting30
mini local states or greedy foreign states (Homerite Kingdom, Habshis, Persians, Ottomans, Great Britain, the31
Soviet Union, and the USA), whereas the Yemeni social and cultural structure has remained intact.32

Yemen has been divided into two divides, given the political dismantling of the contemporary Arab history33
after the colonization, with two distinct societies about the social and economic structure, political thought34
development, awareness level, communication nature, internal political relations in each division and the external35
relations with the other part from one side and the regional and world community from another. The national36
state in both divided has not acknowledged this trans-political identity, and the Yemenis awareness of their37
unified cultural identity has remained intact.38

When the Yemeni political merger became a unified state in the year (1990), the Arab world was facing political39
break up and division, which increased further during and after that unity, causing adverse effects upon each40
country’s political and social stability, authority and sovereignty. Therefore, the advocates of (Pan-Arabism),41
continued to consider Yemen’s unity a living model that can achieve comprehensive Arab unification, from one42
part, and as a hope to preserve, maintain, and repeat it successfully from another.43
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4 THE YEMENI MINI STATES

This research paper tries to discuss the foregrounds of Yemen’s modern unity, the achievement manner, what44
are its instruments, necessities, and success factors on different political, social, and economic levels, and the45
effect of the unified state’s institutions and structures performance, with an attempt to answer some questions,46
such as, among other things: Did the unity state achieve sustainable political stability, social and economic47
development?48

Did the unity state contribute to a fair distribution of the development gains? How the unity state utilized49
both divisions’ economic and social factors of growth and what are the benefits obtained under the unity and50
hopes which the unity state didn’t realize?51

The paper also reviews the role played by the Yemeni political parties towards the unity or the call for secession,52
the democratic process at the unity state, and whether the Yemeni governments were legitimate or if the state53
could override the merged unity’s obstacles, such as inter-ethnic conflict and sectarianism, corruption, personal54
aspirations and influence centers conflict. It also discusses the role and attitude of the regional and international55
powers towards this unity in its different stages.56

Furthermore, it reviews the contemporary Yemeni crisis (2011-2019) and its effects upon the unity state, the57
current challenges facing Yemen’s unification and the potential aftermaths under the current conditions in the58
country and the region and the factors affecting the modern unity, especially the regional and international59
attitude, political merger question and who currently control the deep state in Yemen.60

This paper is an attempt to put forward an objective concise over the development of this unity, indicating the61
factors which contributed to its creation and the division reasons from a historical perspective, which analyses the62
events and tries to present an analysis about the modern unity of Yemen which constitutes an ongoing concern63
for the modern Arab thought.64

Yemen has passed over short or medium periods whereby, it was ruled by more than one political system and65
subjected to more than one political system at a time.66

The political systems have, for ages, been trying to control the whole or parts of Yemen, in contrast, sometimes,67
the central state of Yemen tries to control areas outside the Yemeni territories, as was the case during the Sabaean68
and Homelite dynasties. Many conflicting states or emirates have also tried to control Yemen’s controversial areas,69
as was the case during the era of Ma’een, Kotban, Hadramaut, and Osan.70

2 II. Yemen During Central Islamic State71

Yemen’s unity was dismantled during Habshis rule when they entered the state in the year (525) than during72
Persian Rule, in contrast it unified during Prophet Mohammad (Peace be upon him) era and the Caliphs (620-661)73
as it affiliated to the Islamic State Capital, Al-Madina Al-Monawara, then Damascus, capital of Umayyad State74
(661-753) with some disturbances, instability and Yemeni opposition movements to the Umayyad State Authority.75
Then it affiliated to Baghdad, capital of Abbasid State, until the year (819) when Caliph Al-Mamoun took power,76
as Mohammad Bin Abdullah Bin Zeyad established an independent emirate in Yemen, which extended from Hili77
Bin Yakob City (South of Konfidha on Tahama Beach) to the north until Aden, Hadramaut, Al-Shahar and78
Al-Mohra to the south, then Bin Zeyad chose Zabid as capital. Sa’dah was not under the state’s control, in79
contrast, Sana’ became the capital for the first Zaidi State during the 19 th Century after secession from Abbasid80
State and became under the influence of Imam Al-Hadi since the year (897). Al-Safar Hawali clan has, since81
the year (872) and for more than a century and a half, controlled an area situated between Sa’dah and Al-Jind,82
with extensions or shrinks, according to their power or opponents power, in contrast, Ali Bin Al-Fadhl Al-83
Qormiti controlled Sana’ until the year (915). The conflicts have continued between Al-Jafar, Zaidi emirate, and84
advocates of Ismaili doctrine, without unified or fixed boundaries among such mini-states and emirates. Different85
mini-states and emirates came into existence, such as (Al-Najah in Tohama region 11013-1661) and Al-Salihi86
State (1038-1138), which controlled the whole of Yemen until the Hejaz region. Yemen has partitioned again87
between Zaidi Imamate at Sa’dah area, Al-Hatem Al-Hamadani in Sana’, Al-Zorei in Aden, Al-Mahdi Emirate88
in Tohama and Al-Wahas north of Tohama. Amid such partition and conflicting local mini-states, the Ayyubid89
entered to govern Yemen for half a century (1174-1229). The controlled nearly the whole country, except for some90
areas of Al-Zarieia State. However, some of their representatives fought each other and became loyal to Imam91
Abdallah Bin Hamza Al-Zaidi in Sa’adah. Then the Imam subsequently controlled Sana’ in (1214), whereas the92
last Ayyubi ruler (Nouraldin Omar Bin Rasol) established the Rasulid State, independently from the Ayyubi.93
His control extended from the Hejaz region to Hadramaut in (1250). Yemen has witnessed a scientific, literary,94
and architectural prosperity period, supported by its unity and stability during the Ayyubi and Rasulid eras for95
two and a quarter centuries until the year (1443).96

3 III.97

4 The Yemeni Mini States98

The Tahirid State, with its capital Al-Miqranah, then Rada’a and Sana’ was reinforced when the Rasulid State99
became weak, so it extended north as from (1454) to Ta’ez, then Dhamar, Tohama, Sana’ and controlled Hashid100
Land. Its influence extended to Yemeni territory in (1506). However, Mamluks control over Kamran, Zabid,101
Ta’ez, and Sana’ has eliminated the Tahirid rule over Yemen in (1517), so, Yemen became under the power of102
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Mamluks, Imam Sharafuldin Al-Zaidi and his son Al-Motaher in the north, as they chased the Tahririds until103
Area, then they resisted Mamluks and Ottomans.104

No Yemeni Sunni Muslim has ruled North Yemen or any part thereof since that time. Also, Sana’ wasn’t a105
Sunni Capital for Yemen until the revolution (1962) (Marmia, January 2008, page 3).106

Also, no Zaidi Shiite Imam has unified the whole of Yemen in one centralized state, as they controlled only107
the north since Imam Al-Hadi era in (897) until Imam Al-Motawakel Ismail (1644-1676) the latter extended his108
rule to south Yemen and controlled Hadramout, while his Al-Qasem successors partially ruled some areas in the109
south and north Yemen. The Zaidi area’s unity was disputed several times because of the Imams’ conflicts over110
religious ruling inside the Alawi house and among the Imams and their opponents in other Yemeni mini-states111
and emirates, thus leading to a state of instability.112

5 IV.113

The Ottomans, Heirs of Islamic Central State114
The Ottomans have ruled Yemen in two eras, the second began in (1869) when the northern province became115

part of the Ottoman State, in contrast Britain has controlled Aden since (1839), and continued and reinforced116
its control with the Yemeni coast sultanates until the end of World War ??1). The Zaidi Imams continued to117
control north Yemen due to the political and military attitude differences between both parties, during the war,118
as Britain was with the allied forces, in contrast Imam Ali remained loyal to the Ottoman State since their119
Da’an accord in ??1911) till the end of World War (1), as he managed to establish Mutawakkilite Kingdom of120
Yemen. He continued to rule north Yemen and tried to expand southwards and westward, but he was opposed121
by Britain, Al-Idrisi and the Saudis. Britain continuously confirmed that it didn’t mind to sharing Arabian122
peninsula territories with France and Italy if they acknowledge its influence and special status in the Arabian123
peninsula (Fisher, July 1997).124

The conflict between Zaidi imamate and Al-Idrisi from one part and Saudi Arabia and Zaidi Imamate from125
another continued until Al-Idrisi controlled Tihamah and Yemen marked its boundaries with Saudi Arabia126
through the Jeddah convention in ??1934) to ease the tension between both countries. Saudi Arabia, which127
adopts the Hanbali Sunni doctrine concluded a close alliance with the Zaidi Shiite imamate, as it supported128
Imam Zaidi at times of danger, especially during the coup attempt against Imam Yahia in (1948) and a coup129
attempt against his successor Imam Ahmad in (1955) and (1962) revolution against Imam Al-Bader.130

V.131

6 The Yemeni Arab Republic132

The Zaidi imamate came to an end in north Yemen with the success of the (1962) revolution, so the Zaidi doctrine133
lost its institutional framework, some Zaidis embraced the Sunni belief and worked upon Islamic jurisprudence134
heritage, while few others tried to cut their relations with the Zaidi identity (Berk, January 2008, P. 192).135

Six years later, Britain ended its control over south Yemen, at the same time the discrepancies remained136
apparent between both divides, as the political power in the north was individual, theocratic, Zaidi Shiite137
doctrine and tribal, with (141) tribes, the most distinguished of which was Hashid and Bakil tribes in north138
Yemen, with (40) tribes of which adhering to the Zaidi doctrine and living in the heights, in contrast, the Sunni139
Shafi’i doctrine is dominant in (27) tribes in Tihamah. The closed social attitude is a characteristic of the Yemeni140
tribes (Jirasimov, 1982, P. 30) but they hinder modernization and development and live in an agricultural and141
pastoral society with a primitive economic structure. South Yemen was ruled by political parties with lesser142
tribal influence as a social system and a more developed economy than to the north.143

The discrepancy remained apparent between the political systems of both divides. In the north, which was144
recognized by Saudi Arabia, the political tendency was favoring and generally detente to the west economically,145
especially to the Federal Republic of Germany. At the same time, the foreign investments were also welcome,146
whereas the system in the south followed the scientific socialism, the first of its kind in the Arab world, liaised147
with the eastern camp, cut its relation with the western powers and nationalized the public projects. The doubts148
in both systems have led to mutual polarization of the other divide’s opposition forces.149

The interaction models in both divides after Yemen’s independence have focused on several forms, beginning150
with armed conflicts, then an accord and a rapprochement, freezing and armed clashes again, then returning to151
discussion, and meeting.152

Each party alleges that the armed conflict was due to the other party’s greed in some of its territory, so, north153
Yemen has, after the 1962 revolution, become an axle for political contradiction in the Arab peninsula (Haliday,154
2008, P. 133).155

The first unity accord between both divisions took place in Ta’izz on 25 and 26/11/1970, whereby they156
concluded a federal union. However, armed clashes erupted between both divides in February (1972) over Harib157
(90 Km South East of Ma’rib). North Yemen called for the intervention of the Arab League, whereas the south158
considered it as Arabization and Globalization of the conflict.159

It also accused the north of being a follower of colonization when the US secretary of State (William Rogers)160
paid a visit to the region.161
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7 VI. UNITY DURING PRESIDENT ALI ABDALLAH SALEH ERA

The Arab reclamation committee, established by the Arab League in October (1972) recommended to162
implementing the union agreement, which included forming a unified political organization, consisting of the163
categories elected by the people, which is the stockholder of the revolution to work against backwardness and164
heritage of imamate and colonial eras (Abu Taleb, January, 1994, P. 84).165

I noticed that this accord tried to merge both divides demands in a fragile conciliatory text, to the effect that166
Islam is the state’s religion and the source for legislation and to endeavor to achieve socialism based upon Islamic167
Arab heritage.168

The relations normalized between both divides despite opposition by several organizations that abstained from169
supporting the accord. The unity talks continued until the north allegation following the assassination of one of its170
tribal leaders (Sheikh Mohammad Ali Othman) was assassinated in Ta’izz on 03/05/1974 so the negotiations came171
to a halt. The north had the tendency to achieve unity by force. Still the corrective movement, led by lieutenant172
colonel Ibrahim Al-Hamdi, contributed to the détente of the relations with the south, in addition to many other173
developments, such as the attitude of President Salim Rabie Ali (1935-26/6/1978) when he called the national174
leaders to achieve the unity, let alone Israel’s ambitions of Bab el Mandab strait. Therefore, both presidents175
Ibrahim Al-Hamdi and Salem Rabie Ali met in a summit meeting and agreed to form a joint council to follow176
up the work of the different joint committees at various fields, coordinate the foreign policy and coordinate the177
cooperation in the different industrial and agricultural development fields. However, Al-Hamdi’s assassination,178
one day before heading to Aden, delayed the unity project.179

President Mohammad Hussein Al-Ghashmi (1941-24/06/1978) assumed power in South Yemen for (9) months,180
but he fell victim to an assassination attempt, so, a conflict appeared to surface between the moderate wing, led181
by Salim Rabie Ali, and the extremist one, led by Abdelfattah Ismail (1939-13/01/1986), so the latter sentenced182
the former to death in February ??1978). Then, the armed conflict escalated in the south, and the previous183
differences hindered a rapprochement between both divides due to an armed conflict between them.184

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia didn’t trust the rapprochement and unity of both divides, as it supplied the185
north with weapons to face the south, upon demand by the United States and was observing the north forces186
which expressed their dissatisfaction about this matter (Kotsinoveski, January, 2008, P. 79).187

The unity projects during the years (1972-1979) have focused on the political and constitutional framework,188
then the social aspects (Abu Taleb, January 1994, P. 116).189

7 VI. Unity During President Ali Abdallah Saleh Era190

The Iranian revolution in early (1979) and its effects on the Arab political system and US interests in the191
region, as it lost its most important base in the Middle East to protect its interest in the Arabian peninsula, has192
contributed to reconsider the region’s issues, including the Yemeni unification, regionally and internationally, so193
the unity hastened.194

On 30/03/1979, President Saleh and President Abdelfattah Ismail signed the Kuwait convention, which195
asserted the Cairo agreement in (1972), the Tripoli declaration, and practical and constitutional steps to declare196
the unity state constitution within (6) months.197

Then, on 13/06/1980, President Saleh signed an agreement with President Ali Nasser Mohammad, to cooperate198
to achieve security and stability, return of Yemeni citizens to their houses, abstaining from supporting any199
aggressive activity, re-positioning of the armed forces, and putting a plan to defend the Yemeni territory. A200
periodical meting took place between both Presidents, followed by a summit meeting in Kuwait on 23/09/1981201
to solve the military confrontation between the national front forces, which oppose the north divide and supported202
by the south to liquidate the differences between them. Then Sana’s agreement occurred on 03/12/1981. Both203
sides agreed to form unity bodies, such as the Yemeni Council, which includes the president of both divides, a204
secretariat for the council, and a ministerial committee. Then, an accord at the end of (1981) has put forward205
a merger constitution draft. Then the United Yemen Republic was declared in Aden in early (1982) as being a206
socialist state which adopts Islam as an official religion.207

The year (1983) has witnessed the signature of many accords, which reached their climax by holding a session208
for the superior Yemeni Council in Sana’ to achieve the constitution, with an accord over the unity steps. Unified209
pedagogic curricula were agreed upon by both divides in early ??1984). The superior Yemeni Council continued210
to hold periodical meetings each (6) months. During the summit meetings in Aden and Ta’izz in ??1985) the211
key issue facing the unity was dealt with, i.e., the oil investment region in Ma’rib and Shabwah, without Arab212
mediation.213

However, the bloody events in Aden early (1986) terminated the era of President Ali Nasser Mohammad. In214
an attempt to contain the consequences, a summit meeting took place between President Saleh and President215
Ali Salem Al-Beidh (1939-) In May (1988) they reached an accord to excavate oil. After oil discovery, it seemed216
that Yemen would no longer depend upon the Saudi financial support and to begin to play a confirmed role in217
the region. ??Gause III, 1988).218

The unity talks resumed among pressing internal and international conditions on both North South Yemen.219
(Rojeh, January, 2008, P. 123-158). Transportation between both divides became easier as both ruling parties220
agreed to continue their works with acknowledgement of the political multi-party system. Most Yemeni cities221
witnessed marches to demand unity. So, the President of both divides responded during a summit meeting in Aden222
on 30/11/1989 by agreeing to acknowledge the constitution project, submit it to the legislative power, make a223
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popular referendum and settle the unity declaration on 22/05/1990, without making a popular referendum during224
the transitional period. These steps occurred after summit meetings between President Saleh, who is president of225
the Yemeni Arab Republic, and General Secretary of the Yemeni socialist party, Ali Salem Al-Beidh, President226
of the Popular Democratic Republic of Yemen, so that unity dream became a reality.227

Both systems constitution confirmed the belief and necessity of the unity, but there were differences of how228
to materialize it despite the insistence not to abandon. The achievements are already realized by each divide,229
given the heritage of past partition and armed conflicts. The unity state, with its rising multi political system,230
even ”authoritarian” (Philips 2007, P. 5) elected parliament, free press, and population, the biggest in Arabian231
Peninsula, has constituted a pioneering attempt in the region, so it may have disturbed the regional countries232
which adopt the heritage and theocratic system and which disregard the democracy and multi-party system.233

With the establishment of the Sunni reformist movement, backed by Saudi Arabia, the activity of the Yemeni234
Congregation for reform party under the unity state and the creation, in a tolerant political environment, of a235
competing current which reaffirmed the Zaidi Shiite identity, the political merger process was violently Shaken236
lesser than (4) years after the eruption of a conflict between categories having acquired and historically inherent237
political powers and presence of secessionist political and social forces (Al-Sweidi 1995, P. 10). The system was238
merged but not coherent and that the Yemenis in the south initially thought that they are equal partners, but239
later discovered the contrary, as it became evident to them that the people in the north are a closed tribal240
institution.241

The unity state suffered from backwardness, tribalism, sectarianism, social and economic242
differences, and religious extremism. These, along with the aftermath of the 2 nd Gulf War and243
the collapse of the Soviet Union, have led to a civil war in Yemen in (1994) (Hidson, 1995, P.244
[21][22][23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31][32][33][34][35][36][37].245

The southern elite endeavored to change the 22 nd May unity accord text through the pledge and accord246
document, signed in the Jordanian Capital, Amman, in February (1994). It included dividing the state into new247
administrative units, granting them powers in the form of the autonomous region and the holding of a federal248
system in Yemen to recognize the political and social actors of a peaceful revolution within a political contract249
logic, never seen in Arabia before (Rojeh, January 2008, P. 146-147) in addition to amending the executive250
authority’s missions and powers and other articles to lessen the centralism and northern domination. However,251
it later became evident that it dealt with the unity state crisis by balancing two projects, i.e., the majority252
democracy project, adopted by the north, and the conciliatory democracy project, based upon multiparty system253
and power-sharing, adopted by the south to build a merger unity state (Al-Sharjubi, July 2011).254

The kingdom of Saudi Arabia supported the Vice President (Al-Beidh) about the independence of the south255
and the possibility to cancel the unity. It also exploited the circumstances to sign an agreement to extend the256
Saudi oil pipeline through Hadramaut. However, Al-Beidh’s defeat has made the Saudi support vanishing, given257
the international community’s unanimous attitude for Yemen’s unity (Kotsinoveski, January 2008, P. 82-83).258

8 VII.259

The Yemeni Unity Path after (1994) War260
After the (1994) war defeat of the socialist party, which represented the south divide in the political formula261

after the unity, President Saleh regime began to practice the power alone all over Yemen and began to rule the262
south within arrangements which he carefully put to allow him to control the south directly and prevent any263
future secessionist movement. The political and security institutions in the south were dismantled, upon these264
arrangements and affiliated to the north divide. Some personnel belonging to these institutions, who accepted265
to continue to work in northern ones, were appointed, while others retired or became unemployed.266

On the political level, President Saleh appointed some of his southern allies, especially previous followers267
of President Ali Nasser Mohammad, in limited sovereign positions to show, through them, the southerners’268
representation in the state. So they inherited governmental posts, granted to the southerners after the unity.269
However, they didn’t enjoy the same powers as their predecessors. The southerner officials after the unification270
and even after the (1994) war were considering themselves as partners in the power. In contrast, the new followers271
were subject to President Saleh’s instructions and indebted to him for these posts, with limited authorities. The272
post of Vice President, granted by Saleh to Adbrabuh Mansour Hadi, was not but a formal one practically because273
he didn’t’ have significant authorities in the state when he assumed power until the revolution erupted against274
Saleh.275

The (1994) war and its aftermath upon the political balance have led the Yemeni unity to liaise with the276
Northern Central State. This was followed by a delay of holding the local elections and a delay of its law until277
the year (2000). Also, the decisions and recommendations of the four annual conferences of the local councils278
remained ineffective, as the General People’s Congress, the ruling party of the north, took three-quarters of the279
parliament seats in ??2003). So this has deepened the power’s centrality in favor of the north and impeded a280
viable political multi-party system in the north and south, as President Saleh increased his influence and that of281
his followers through the Shura Council, the upper house of parliament, which became cooperation, polarization282
and recruitment instrument for the north politicians and anti-socialist party elite in the south. As some south283
leaders kept their influence in the unity state, the north leaders continued to assume the higher posts (Glosemayer,284
January 2008, P. 115-117) so the southerners became desperate for this unity and demanded self-determination285
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10 PRESIDENT HADI’S EFFECT UPON THE UNITY

and abolition of the unification (Al-Maktary, P. 38) then the peaceful southern Hirak (Movement) which calls286
for secession have appeared in ??2007).287

The southern governorates came under direct central rule of the northerners or Saleh advocate southerners.288
When Hirak appeared, President Saleh tried to alleviate the centralism in the southern regions, through granting289
an increasing number of southerners administrative posts in these governorates, under the pretext of expanding290
the autonomous rule, so, all governors in the south were southerners.291

Furthermore, an increasing number of southern armed forces personnel, who were marginalized after the (1994)292
war, were affiliated with the state’s military and security apparatus. Also some southerners were granted some293
political posts in the government and state intuitions.294

In return, President Saleh confronted the southern movement (Hirak) by using the security and military forces,295
he arrested many of its leaders and silenced the demonstrations organized by Hirak to contain this secessionist296
movement. However, these means were not enough to stop the Hirak activity.297

The political crisis escalated in (2009) when the opposition (Joint Meeting) parties adopted a political view298
that the dilemma in Yemen is due to the ”individual, family ruling and fanatic centralism” (Al-Maktary, P. 39),299
so there was monopoly to the authority and wealth. Therefore it is necessary to change the state to become300
a federal union and to transfer the power peacefully. The economic conditions have deteriorated, followed by301
the Yemeni young people’s revolution during the ”Arab Spring”, as they demanded President Saleh to give up302
the power in (2011). However, he confirmed to them that he was the unity maker, protector, and its safety303
valve. Some independent revolutionary young people demanded to change the state to become a federal state. In304
contrast, the UN Security Council resolution No. (2014) for the year (2011) confirmed the integrity of the Yemeni305
territory. The Gulf initiative has also confirmed this unity, adding that among the missions of reconciliatory306
President (Abdrabouh Mansour Hadi) (1945-) and the Government of National Accord is the issue of the state307
and political system structure. So the matter came to light again at the national dialogue conference.308

9 VIII.309

10 President Hadi’s Effect Upon the Unity310

The southern political components interact with the youth revolution in February (2011) was limited, while311
southern activists held a conference in Cairo in November (2011) during which they demanded the right of self-312
determination for the south and to reformulate the unity on a form of a federal with two regions for (5) years,313
after which referendum shall be take place for the southerners to determine their future.314

Therefore the south obtained half number of members of the comprehensive National Dialogue Conference,315
which issued its outcome, through unanimously approved decisions in favor of the multiprovince decentralized316
state with full power autonomous rule in July (2013). However, the southern movement (Hirak) demanded317
a federal state after a transitional period whereby the south population shall determine their national future,318
identity and their country.319

The National Dialogue Conference couldn’t determine the number of the federal state regions. So, authorized320
by the Conference, President Hadi formed an ad hoc committee which issued its decision two weeks late in Feb.321
(2014) to divide Yemen, into (6) regions. The regions were different about the population, area, and resources,322
so the socialist party from the south and Shiite Zaidi Ansar Allah (The Houthis) from the north have opposed323
such division.324

The draft of Yemeni constitution project confirmed the form of Yemen State on 15/01/2015 in Article (1)325
as follows ”The federal Republic of Yemen is a federal, civil and democratic state and the Presidential System,326
is composed of a President and Vice President, elected in one list for (5) years, provided that they should327
not originate from one region, with a federal government and legislative power of two councils, the parliament,328
consisted of (260) members and the federal council, consisted of (84) members, with each region being represented329
by ??12) elected members according to the relative list system.330

Many parties, including President Saleh, saw President Hadi, from Abyan in the south, as the model person331
to succeed President Saleh upon the Gulf initiative, because he is the Vice President and affiliates to the ruling332
General People’s Congress Party in the north. Some have considered that Hadi is appropriate to run the political333
dialogue stipulated in the Gulf initiative, because Hadi, who came from outside the traditional influence and334
force centers that ruled Yemen, is most appropriate for this mission, as he didn’t show any political aspiration.335

Many people, especially those who participated in the revolution against President Saleh, thought that the336
reason for the secessionist calls was mismanagement and corruption of the Saleh regime and that Saleh exit and337
the arrival of a president from the south would lessen the southerners sense of injustice and marginalization, so338
the secessionist trend would decline when a president from the south assumes the power.339

The most significant impact after Hadi’s assumption to power was to work to change the 22 nd of May unity340
formula, so he began to implement this gradually and indirectly after becoming President, under the pretext341
of reform and through the national dialogue conference. As President Hadi was from the south, he shares342
the southern elite of being minority after the unity due to the difference of population number in favor of the343
northerners with a ratio of nearly (1:5), so this would grant the northerners permanent control of power and344
render the southerners as a minority, as per the merger unity formula of (1990) which didn’t give the southern345
governorates any special status.346
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With Hadi’s arrival to power, the southerners, especially the socialist party leaders, planned to change the unity347
formula through the national dialogue conference, which was the appropriate milieu to pass a new formulation.348
The southerners have also benefited from Saleh rule system divisions due to the revolution against his regime349
in (2011), mostly formed by northern forces, including the army leaders, tribe leaders, religious people, business350
people and heads of the bureaucratic system.351

The southerners, aided by President Hadi, worked so that President Sleh’s rule system would remain in a state352
of division and conflict, and prevent any reconciliation with each other.353

Hadi deviated from the conciliatory President formula, as stipulated at the Gulf initiative, and began to354
conclude alliances with President Saleh’s political opponents, including General Ali Mohsen Al-Ahmar, Hashd355
tribe leaders, and the Islamic congregation for reform party to reinforce his political status and weaken previous356
President Saleh followers.357

He alleviated the political and security restraints against the southern movement (Al-Hirak) activity and358
released its detainees, so the secessionists have increased their activity in the south, and the number of those359
supporting the secession has also increased in the south generally, as such calls were common in the main cities,360
especially Aden. The secessionists began to publish newspapers and created electronic sites to promote the361
secession and refuse the unity. These steps occurred within the frame of the (2011) revolution under the pretext362
of alleviating injustice against the southerners to assimilate them in the Yemeni State. President Hadi’s aim was363
to promote the secessionist movement in the south to press the Saleh rule system, the northerners in general,364
and the international community, which was supervising Yemen’s political transfer process to accept to amend365
the 22 nd May unity formula between two options, either secession or federation. This matter has led the366
national dialogue conference to pass a proposal whereby the southerners would obtain half of participants in the367
conference, to consider the southern issue as the main one before the dialogue and to promote federalism as a368
solution to Yemen’s problems.369

President Hadi has exploited the protests in the south to reinforce his political status and created southern370
entities that support him under the name of the movement (Al-Hirak) under the pretext of weakening the371
secessionists’s power. He also appointed southerners who support him, in key positions and posts, especially in372
the army and security, under the pretext of assimilating the southerners and make them nearer to the federal373
solution.374

President Hadi also strengthened the Houthis in the north to weaken the Saleh rule system and depend upon375
them as a northern ally. On the political level, the Houthis were granted several representatives at the dialogue376
conference, than their political size. He also aided them to extend, on a military and political level, outside their377
control areas of Sa’dah Governorate. Hadi facilitated Houthis control over Amran Governorate and extended to378
Sana’.379

It seems that the Houthis, who allied with the southerner secessionists, have deepened the intensity of sectarian380
conflict and civil war in Yemen (Al-Khadri, Jan. 2014).381

11 IX. The National Dialogue Conference and Its Effects on the382

Unity383

The Gulf initiative stipulated a national dialogue that includes all Yemeni political powers to solve the problems384
that led to the revolution against president Saleh’s regime. As preparations for the conference intensified, the385
allegedly southern matter and Sa’dah issue were inserted at the top issues to be discussed by the transitional386
President Hadi, the UN delegate Jamal Bin Amr and a big part of what is called the revolution forces, at the387
top of which was the socialist party, defeated during (1994) war, they claimed that solving the southern issue388
was the key to solve the other problems of Yemen and that no solution would succeed until the federal system389
becomes a reality in the country.390

The main aim of the national dialogue was to adopt the federal system, under the pretext of dismantling the391
rule system, which was dominating the power during President Saleh’s rule. The conflict has continued inside392
the conference over the form and nature of such federation about to the number of regions and the south status393
in the federal state. President Hadi and his followers present at the conference had the role in managing the394
dialogue.395

During the conference sessions, the federation became a focal point within two trends; the first calls for a396
state formed of two regions, northern and southern, as this way expressed by the socialist party and head of397
the (Al-Hirak) Mohammad Ali Ahmad-The 2 nd trend was to adopt federation based upon a several regions,398
presented by the other components, at the top of which was the congregation for reform party and the people’s399
congress party.400

Seeking to settle the conflict for his favor, President Hadi decided to expel the head of the Al-Hirak component401
and the other members who supported him and replaced them with his followers. The number of regions was402
postponed and entrusted to an ad hoc committee formed by him after the end of the conference. The federation403
was approved of (6) provinces, two of which are in the south and the other four in the north.404

The conference also adopted a document, in addition to the federation, submitted by UN envoy Jamal Bin405
Amr over the southern issue, including special privileges to the southerners in the state, the most important406
of which was granting them half of the political posts in the federal authority, within the three powers, the407
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13 XI. THE WAR CONSEQUENCES OVER YEMENI UNITY

executive, legislative and judiciary and the right to annul any constitutional or legal amendments touching the408
”south higher interests”.409

Despite all these privileges granted to the southerners, they were not generally welcome in the south. They410
were refused by those calling for total secession and those calling for a federation of two regions. The result was411
that the dialogue conference did little to change the general trend in the south.412

12 X.413

Sana’ Fall at the Hand of the Houthis and Its Reflection Upon the Unity414
The political and military developments increased soon after the dialogue conference, as the Houthis refused to415

divide the state into (6) regions. So, the conflict escalated between the Houthis, secretly, allied with the previous416
President Saleh and the conciliatory political authority, represented by President Hadi and his group.417

The Houthis managed to extend beyond their normal influence area in Sa’dah Governorate, until they besieged418
the capital Sana’ and occupied it on 21/09/2014. They succeeded, through secret alliances and understandings419
with more than one party, some of which linked to the left movements, such as the socialist party and President420
Hadi, who supported the Houthis to deviate the state institutions, especially the army, to achieve military421
victories over their opponents, mostly from the congregation for reform party, with its military and tribal wings422
(Al-Jbarat, 2017).423

Hadi’s position to support the Houthis came out of his desire to consolidate his power and implement his424
aim to dismantle President Saleh’s rule system. So, President Hadi’s interests and goals were consistent with425
those of the Houthis when the latter controlled Sana’ and most North regions. Many southerners thought that426
the Houthis would be satisfied with the north to deal with them differently, as previously stated. The Houthis427
attitude regarding the unity and southern issue, before controlling Sana’ was intentionally ambiguous, as they428
used to talk about the injustice of the southerners and their right to resist it and that they support them to429
achieve their interests. There are also other attitudes, which gave a hint to the southerners that the Houthis are430
different from President Saleh’s rule system. The Iranian influence was a guarantee to the southerners and their431
interests. They were the supporters of the separatist southerners and supporters of the Houthis in the north432
(Al-Jbarat, 2017).433

The Houthis, however, gave up their ambiguous promises to the southerners, for many reasons, moved their434
armed forces and controlled Aden. President Hadi was hiding, there so he fled once again to Sultanate of Oman.435
After that, the regional powers, especially Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates formed the Arab Alliance436
to support the legitimate Yemeni authority, represented by President Hadi to counter the Zaidi Shiite Houthis,437
contrary to the Previous Saudi attitude which supported the Zaidi imamate and its political system in its capital438
Sana’ and Ta’izz, under the pretext that Saudi Arabia was confronting another regional power, i.e., Iran. The439
relation between the Houthis and southerners reached new era and the Yemeni unity has entered to a new path.440

13 XI. The War Consequences over Yemeni Unity441

The southerners in general and the secessionists in particular, have viewed the foreign military intervention of the442
Arab Alliance, which began on 26/03/2015, as a golden opportunity to achieve their aspiration of independence443
and to get rid of the north domination. In this regard, President Hadi’s goals were consistent with those of the444
separatist southerners to exploit the war to eliminate Houthis security and military presence in the south, so the445
”South Liberation” has become a priority in the military operations. The justification was pushing the Houthis446
out of the south as the first necessary step to defeat and eliminate them, given that the south, and Aden in447
particular, would become a center for Yemeni State institutions and to launch the operations to hit the Houthis448
in the other regions.449

Therefore, the air force and military support by the Arab Alliance to the southerners, was used to hit the450
Yemeni armed forces and security institutions, as being pro-Houthis and pro-previous President Saleh. There451
were no plans to assimilate or merge these forces to support President Hadi, as a defender of the legitimacy to452
empty the south from any military presence of the northern Houthis this time.453

The southern resistance and national army were established and supported during the war, mostly southerners.454
The first beneficiary was the southern forces, which demand secession, as they set up a nucleus army, security and455
administrative institutions, supported by the Arab Alliance countries, especially the UAE, which took charge456
of the southern areas and formed military and security units under its command, away from President Hadi457
legitimate power and his Government.458

When the Houthi and Saleh forces retreated out of the south, President Hadi and his southern political459
opponents competed to control the southern areas. President Hadi began to form Presidential protection brigades,460
led by his son and the security force (Previously the central security), as most of them were from Abyan, where461
Hadi was born, and Shabwah, which supports him. His opponents have, with UAE support, formed military462
brigades, mostly organized from Lahij and Al-Dhale Governorates.463

President Hadi and his opponents have, after the 1 st stage of the south liberation, attempted to conclude an464
understanding to govern these areas, so he appointed the separatist leaders in administrative and political posts465
in the south and legitimate government. However, the conflict escalated between them, so he expelled them, and466
they declared to form the ”Southern transitional council”, which demands south secession, with support from467
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UAE. So, a new state of conflicts and competition occurred between Hadi and his opponents, the most dangerous468
of which was the military clash between both sides at the end of Jan. (2018), which resulted in defeating Hadi’s469
forces, as his opponents controlled most of Aden areas.470

The Saudi and UAE’s regional role has been prevented by public separatist steps in Yemen to keep President471
Hadi’s legitimate power and their legitimate intervention in Yemen.472

14 XII.473

15 Southern Elite’s Attitudes of the Unity474

Current demanding dissociation This current was formed during the (1994) war when the General Secretary of475
the socialist party and exvice President Ali Salem Al-Beidh called for south secession and reviving the previous476
southern state under the pretext that the north didn’t adhere to the accord of the unity state.477

After the southerners’ defeat in the war, the public secession calls had regressed until the year (2007) when the478
Hirak appeared with legal demands peacefully. In (2009) President Al-Beidh demanded disassociation, so this479
current activity increased in the southern areas, despite security and military harassment by President Saleh.480

This influence of the prevailing currents, supported by Iran and tolerated by President Hadi Government had481
increased when Saleh abandoned the power-After the (2015) war, they became part of the military and political482
resistance against the Houthis and President Saleh in the south, so the allied forces aided them with Houthis483
defeat. As they withdrew out of the southern areas, these current supporters became the main political and484
armed force in the south, especially Aden and adjacent governorates because most security and military forces485
which controlled these areas belong to the current supporters.486

When President Hadi expelled their leaders from the governmental posts, they formed the (southern487
transitional council) with an authorization through a demonstration in Aden city on 04/05/2017. The foundation488
statement mentioned the council’s goals and programs, i.e., the disassociation and to return the status quo as489
before the unity.490

Aden ex-governor Eidroos Al-Zobaidi led this current, a southerner military leader who militarily resisted491
President Saleh under President Al-Beidh’s leadership. Central and local bodies were formed for the transitional492
council in all southern governorates, without directly assuming the power in the name of the council in these493
governorates.494

The UAE has supported the council locally and externally and financed its activities and military forces.495
However, it didn’t announce the south secession or establishment of an alternative power other than President496
Hadi, even though, it practically doesn’t recognize the state legitimacy, Presided by Hadi, and calls it the Yemeni497
occupation state. It also refuses to raise its flag in the southern governorates and uses that of the Previous State498
before the unity.499

It supports Hasan Ahmad Baoom group, a struggler from south Yemen who affiliated to the Pro-Arab front,500
leader of Al-Mukalla revolution against the unity and supported by Iran and some southern entities representing501
the southern movement (Al-Hirak), including those close to or aided by President Hadi.502

16 XIII. People Demanding Federation of Two Regions503

The most important of those calling for such demand is the Cairo conference group, held in Nov. (2011), as it504
announced its claim of a federal state with two regions for a maximum period of (5) years, a referendum would505
be a solution for the southerners to determine their destiny, either unity or secession. This current’s leader is506
Ali Naser Mohammad, the ex-south Yemen President and Haider Abu Bakr Al-Attas, first Prime Minister of507
the unity government. Similar demands were raised by the socialist party and southern Hirak at the national508
dialogue conferences.509

17 XIV. People Demanding Federation of a Number of Regions510

President Hadi announced that Yemen is a federal state of (6) regions, as this was the nearest formula to his511
attitudes and that of some other political parties, especially the congregation for reform party and some General512
People’s congress wings, as they opposed the idea of a two-region federation, which they believe would lead513
to secession. They proposed to divide the south into the eastern and western regions, but this didn’t obtain514
approval. The 6 -region idea was taken for granted, according to President Hadi, there was an attempt was made515
to impose it without making any constitutional or legal amendments.516

XV.517

18 Unity Aftermath Scenarios518

The Yemeni Republic has, as a state, become a failed and divided state, as the north western part is under the519
control of the Houthis who didn’t obtain any formal recognition of their power or sovereignty, in contrast Saudi520
Arabia and UAE have practically become a trustee over Yemen’s regions which are out of Houthis control, with521
authorization by President Hadi who couldn’t establish any actual authority in these regions, or real and effective522
state institutions in the temporary capital, Aden.523
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21 C) THE THIRD SCENARIO: SIX-REGION FEDERATION

Such matter would mean the absence of legitimate power in Yemen and a state of mutual dependency between524
President Hadi, Saudi Arabia and UAE to continue their influence in Yemen.525

The war continuation in Yemen has become a real dilemma because the military force cannot settle it. The526
humanitarian and economic situation is fragile and human catastrophe, leading to sub-alliances and subidentities,527
based upon different sects, tribal, sectarian, and fanatic grounds which threatened the unity state entity.528

The Riyadh agreement in Nov.(2019) achieved two purposes firstly, stopping the military confrontations529
between the southern transitional council, which demands secession, supported by the UAE, and President530
Hadi Forces, as he represents the unity state legitimacy.531

Secondly, calming the differences between Saudi Arabia, UAE, and their allies in Yemen to reproduce Saudi532
strategy in Yemen in such a manner as to contain the southern transitional council forces within the legitimate533
unity state forces (Ramadan, 27 No. 2020). According to these circumstances, the unity’s future can only occur534
within the following hypothetical scenarios:535

19 a) The first scenario: The secession536

To achieve such a scenario, two means should be available, firstly is the accord between the northern and537
southern parties to terminate the merger unity and return to the previous status quo. Legally, such arrangement538
requires changing or amending the current constitution to allow the ruling power to grant the southerners self-539
determination right. However, given Yemen’s actual and unknown future, nobody can imagine such a thing to540
occur, so the secession through internal accord seems impossible.541

Secondly, the secession could occur by force and imposing the fait accompli. This matter would require a542
southern force capable to confirm its control over all southern areas or the least the strategic ones, with self-efforts543
and external support. Given Yemen’s actual situation, no such a force exists, because the current separatists are544
scattered, cannot issue a decision on their own, and subject to foreign forces, particularly the UAE which can not545
sponsor or impose the separatist project by force, as such thing is contradictory with the international law which546
refuses the unilateral secession and violates Yemen-related UN security council resolutions which confirm Yemen’s547
unity and integrity. Furthermore, the UAE can’t do such a thing unless approved by Saudi Arabia as secession548
does not serve its interest, at least currently. A secessionist entity in the south contradicts its justification to549
intervene in Yemen and the authorization granted to it by the President of Yemen the Republic. This matter550
would also consolidate Houthis rule in the north, strengthen their position and increase many Yemenis support551
to them, especially in the north. They have long borders with Saudi Arabia and can not be controlled by the552
later whether in peace or war. So this scenario is difficult to materialize.553

20 b) The Second scenario: Two-region federation554

This scenario requires conditions similar to the previous one. Brining the Yemeni state back to stability would555
require some quiet and stable period to agree upon constitutional amendments to allow Yemen’s division and556
re-drawing of the unity state form. It would also require understandings among political players to affect them,557
and this is currently not possible, given that they entered into military conflict with its reflections upon the social558
reality. The Houthis, who control most Yemeni territories, are a political and sectarian organization that doesn’t559
accept or believe in a political multi-system or participation in the democratic process (Al-Jbarat 2017).560

21 c) The third scenario: Six-region federation561

This matter seems possible, according to many Yemenis, because it is an outcome of the national dialogue562
conference and became part of the constitution project, expected to be adopted. To achieve such a scenario, the563
Houthis should sustain heavy losses by a military force loyal to President Hadi, the initiator of such a project,564
then the constitution would be adopted through a referendum with local and presidential legislative elections as565
per the timetable put in the proposed constitution project.566

Such condition is inexistent, given that most forces fighting the Houthis, in more than one front, use President567
Hadi as a legal umbrella for its action, In contrast, they don’t follow him and not loyal to him, as there are568
military and Para-military forces belonging to parties, as it is the case for those fighting at Ma’rab and Al-Jouf569
front because they belong to the congregation for reform party, religious parties and terrorist organizations and570
the same can be said to the other areas.571

A decisive victory over the Houthis, if achieved, would be made by force not belonging to President Hadi,572
meaning that he will not be able to have a political leadership or issue directions to serve his interests, especially573
about to the 6-region project.574

The other matter which would materialize such scenario is Houthis acceptance to govern Azal (Sana’ and575
surrounding area) with amendments to such region’s borders, then to enter into a geographic sharing process,576
whereby the congregation for reform party would obtain Saba’ region (Ma’rab, Al-Jouf, Al-Beidha). In contrast,577
the southerner secessionists would gain the southern provinces. This matter means that Yemen may be become578
divided into several mini-states, with entities conflicting with each other, rather than establishing a federal state,579
as publicized by the pro-6 region federal state.580
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22 d) The fourth scenario: The merger unity581

Even though such a scenario has no longer been on the table since the national dialogue conference and approval582
of the 6-region project, an analysis of the situation in Yemen indicates that it would not become stable and583
return to the unified central country unless through a central state capable of defeating the separatist forces, the584
Houthis and fundamental parties, such as the congregation for reform party, the Salafists, Al-Qaida etc., and to585
reproduce the unified Yemeni State.586

To materialize such a scenario, the regional and international parties should change their policy in Yemen587
to reach reconciliation for a peaceful solution to support such project in the different fields, especially Yemen588
is witnessing a collapse in its structure, institutions, and control over the various territories for the benefit of589
tribal, sects or sectarian rebellions. It has lost sovereignty over its territory and struggles to obtain the life590
necessities, water supplies, and oil which is its earnings source. Its agricultural and fish production is weak while591
the population suffers from poverty.592

23 XVI.593

24 The Conclusion594

Yemen today seems a failed state whose military and institutional structure is a focus for many forces on the595
Yemeni territories, the most distinguished of which is the Shiite Zaidi Houthis in the north who keep more596
than half of Yemeni deep state institutions with military and paramilitary forces capable of countering the other597
Yemeni, Arab Alliance and southern transitional council forces all altogether. The southern transitional council598
controls areas of the south and has military and paramilitary forces, but it lacks actual loyal institutions. It599
receives support by the UAE. The remains of the legitimate unity state, represented by the Hadi Government,600
mostly in exile and mainly in Saudi Arabia. It controls different areas in Yemen and tries to the transfer the601
unity state institutions to the south and central parts of Yemen. It run control the state institutions in the north,602
but it has military and Paramilitary forces that sometimes control their movements. However, it doesn’t have a603
unified and agreed-upon plan to expand its control over the rest of Yemen. It cannot constitute an influence to604
remain in existence, given the current circumstances, despite the Saudi military and financial support.605

The Riyadh Agreement in (2019) constituted a functional sharing for Saudi Arabia and UAE to control Yemen,606
so this is a historical turning point of the influencing regional countries in Yemen and their public confirmation607
over contradicting roles and interests, which pave the path for different attitudes among the Arab Alliance608
countries about the Yemeni issue and the effect of the international approaches.609

The Agreement has contributed to repositioning the military forces of the southern transitional council and610
Arab Alliance, so that the forces balance will change in the light of success or failure of such step and the military611
forces in the ground.612

Therefore, Yemen seems open to all options, since the Riyadh Agreement and the updated attitudes of the613
regional and international parties towards Yemen and the military confrontation results in and around Yemen,614
will determine the form and future of the Yemeni unity state within the framework of above-mentioned scenarios.615
1616

1Frandk Maramid and Hong stanikh, 2008, translated by Ali Mohamamd Zaid, Euphrates publication and
distribution, Beirut, Lebanon.
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